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Perspective: Kansas City 

Although Kansas City plays an almost 
mythic role in the popu lar image that 
19th and 20th century America has had 
of itself , its present id entity is less 
specif ic than that of its recent past. On a 
visit this year to acquaint myself with 
the local art scene and to select the nine 
artists included here , my head was 
abuzz with the names and cultural refer
ences that seemed to assign the city its 
current role as a catalyst: Charlie Parker, 
Robert Altman, R.M. Fischer. In visits to 
studios, h owever, a different, more 
down-to-earth rea lity presented itself. 
On one level, arti sts in Kansas City 
appeared less preoccupied with analyz 
ing popular culture, or with presenting 
sociopolitica l theories in their work. But 
I did encounter a surprising number of 
artists who had evolved their own sys
tems for dealing with representations of 
place within their work. Patrick Clancy, 
Norma Cowdrick, Russell Ferguson, 
Stefan Lindfors and Karen McCoy each 
seeme d, in his or her own way, to direct 
their creativity toward articulating a 
sense of "where" that seemed more 
related in spirit to the vast expanses of 
land that surround Kansas City than to 
the dense urban patterns that make up 
its center. At the other end of the scale, 
there seemed to be a striking degree of 
interest in what one might label "errant 
science, " with Amy Myers, Michael Rees 
and Ja mes Woodfill all expressing a 
predilec tion toward this more eccentric 
scho ol of research. Finally, incorporating 
the neo -romantic point of view repre
sented in James Bril)sfield 's paintings, 
any genera lized perspective of Kansas 
City's art w ill appear less convincing 
than the accumulat ed contributions of 
the individual a rtist s who make 
up its fabric. 

James Brinsfield has been working in 
a painterly manner so long that it some
times comes as a surpris e to the viewer 
to learn that he sees his art as stemmin g 
from a figural impulse. To begin a new 
piece, he works mostly with ename l on 
paper , achieving a surface quality that is 
both resilient and supp le; the later addi
tion of varnish provides an element of 

James Brinsfield, Venus Remote, 1994, 
oil, enamel, amber varnish on paper , 

66" x 44", collection Jud y and Alan Kosloff, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

Stefan Lindfors, Ontarkeia, 1995, 
stee l, fiberglass, fluorescent lamps, 3' x 4' x 24' 

Amy Myers, Chamber Ascending, 1996, 
ink, graphite , charcoa l on paper , 20" x 14" 

almost industrial cons istency that acts in 
marked contrast to the vibrant co lors 
alongside (or beneath). The resultant 
pictorial tension is almost narrative in 
nature , as Brinsfield coaxes a literal dia
logue of perso nalities and behavior from 
the encroaching zo nes of paint and 
varnish. Lyrical in their co nt ent and 
deceptive ly physical in their execution, 
Brinsfield's pa intings rely on the power 
of visual suggest ion to draw us into an 
acu te awareness of the way space is 
sepa rated into points of relative conce n
tration and relaxation. Color, used spar
ingly, strengthens our empathy toward 
the composi tion , even as we exper ience 
the tension as lying between points of 
maximum contro l and points where 
contro l can be interpreted as largely 
nonexistent. 

Patrick Clancy's work begins from the 
starting point of the same discovery 
made by the post-conceptual artists of 
the late 1970s: that photography, far 
from being a medium in which an 
objective reality takes precedence, is just 
as subject to interpretation and manipu
lation as more apparent ly subjective 
forms like painting and sculpture. 
Bringing together his raw visual materials 
from a variety of sources - from self
photograph ed scenes to appropriated 
news or advertising - Clancy works both 
to suppress and enhance their original 
meaning, as well as to imply that more 
comp lex combinations of meanings 
emerge from the process of editing and 
recombination. Although many of the 
works take on the form of a linguistic 
landscape , in which the picturesque and 
the textual exist side-by -side , they are 
equally beholden to a critical intelli
gence in wh ich the actua l meaning of 
images is taken apart and put back 
together in un expect ed combi nations. 

Norma Cowdrick's nightscapes of 
Kansas City are effect ive in large part 
due to the limitati ons the artist has 
imposed on them - they are (genera lly) 
quite small, tend to be painted from the 
same vantage point , and their night per
spective limits their palette to a charcoa l 
range with smudges of color articulating 
certain landmarks or edges of a skyline. 
It is an exercise among many the a1tist 



has und e1taken dealing with the edges 
of perception , but there are distinctive 
qualitie s to this parti cular se ries that 
place the work in a broader mod ern tra
dition of urban nightscapes, stretching 
backwa rd from Robert Yarber through 
to Impressionism. Cowdrick 's distinctive 
handling of paint , which tends to allow 
the physi cality of pigment to highlight 
passages of light and color, introdu ces 
the emotion al resonan ce that her subject 
might otherwise lack. In a straightfor 
ward but subtle way , these paintings 
dep loy the city as a mod ern symbol of 
hop e, as we ll as a beaco n of hum an 
alienation, without compromising either 
interpretation. 

Beginning from a personal analysis of 
world architecture that tak es its focus 
from the deployment of the building 
within the landscape , Russell Ferguson 
has produced a strang ely compe lling 
body of work in which both drawing 
and scu lptur e enjoy an eq ual promi
nence. At first glance, his models of 
buildings work as witty essays on the 
nature of built spaces, insofar as they 
appea r to have a precise function deter
mined by their placement within the 
site. However, as soon as the viewer 
begins to consider the kinds of activities 
that might fit the bill, and compare the 
three-dimensional wo rk w ith the 
panoramic-view drawings, the ana lysis 
sta1ts to break down. Ferguson's build
ings are impossible, or at least point less, 
in the metaphysical sense of the word . 
But in their direct reference to certain 
Asia n and Native American bui lding 
sty les , they do introdu ce the thorny 
issue of image and conte nt into architec
tural represe ntati on. Were it actua lly 
possible to ex perience buildings and 
natural sites in the way Ferguson envi
sions, surr endering mere utilitariani sm 
might not seem so disagreeab le. 

When Stefa n Lindfor s' wo rk chal
lenges the perceptions th at divide 
so-called fine art from design and archi
tecture, it does so from a point of view 
that can best be described as environ 
mental. Not satisfied with merely provid
ing we ll-d es igned structures that th e 
viewer perceives as neutr al, Lindfors 
employs a powerfu l sense of content to 

Michael Rees, Skin , 1995, 
computer-generated resin-coated photograph , 

20" x 16" 

Patrick Clancy, Augur, 1995, 
embossed photoco llage, 

cast aluminum letters , oil paint , 65" x 42" 

Karen McCoy, Core Sample: 
1 Inch - 1 Year (Se(fpo1trait at 43), 1994 

bron ze, ea1th, 59" x 16" x 16" 

tran sfo rm architectural sp aces int o 
mental theaters of an almost symbolist 
intensity. His installations assum e the 
character istic of demonstratin g world 
views , in which the artist takes on and 
conveys the fea rs and anx ieties of the 
collective identity. One examp le of this 

· is Lindfors ' concentrat ed investigation 
into the nature of insects , which is expe 
rienced both through the dep loyme nt of 
stru ctural motifs th at reca ll in sect 
cocoo ns or nests , as we ll as by using 
light-projections to in co rp orate the 
ac tu al shapes of the insects into th e 
surround ing space. Although this interest 
ca n b e ex plained throu gh pure ly 
technical considerations , it is clear that 
Lindfor s is also drawn to the almost 
primordial feelings that insects provoke. 

The site-spec ific projects in natural 
settings that have formed a sub stantial 
part of Karen McCoy's output to date 
involve a distinct approach to the senso
rial. Her recent Ear-Mapping piece, for 
example, consists of a series of listening 
stations p laced at int erval s alo ng a 
natural walk. Each station is literally an 
ear trump et placed on a rock , which the 
visitor uses in o rder to more closely 
expe rience his/ her senses as directly 
link ed to nature. Her ga llery work , 
while more autonomous in terms of site , 
exh ibit s a similar consistency with 
respect to mat er ials: Under the Skin , 
the series from which the present work 
has been selected, indirectly addresses 
the cu ltural rep resentations of human 
beings through the use of plant materi
als, with her cho ice of botanical speci
mens determined as much by the look 
and fee l of materials as by their ability to 
carry meaning . Alth ough McCoy 
ge nera lly uses herself as the starting 
point for each figure, they do not pre
sent themselves as self-po1traits so much 
as figures constructed out of landscape. 

The drawings of Amy Myers provide 
an almost textbook examp le of how the 
once-exot ic surr ea list combinat ion of 
body and m ach in e has become an 
in creas ingly natural area for cu rrent 
artists to explore. Although tl1ey some
times strike tl1e viewer as being so sci
entific that they could serve as laborato1y 
diagrams for some strange experime nt , 



Russell Ferguson, Bread Towers and Landscape , 1996, 
wood , dye, charcoal, paper , 203,4" x 116\4'' (drawing), 53" x 14" x 10" and 

60" x 16" x 11" (towers), collection David Hughes , Kansas City, Mo. 

Norma Cowdrick, Night #3, 1995, 
oil on canvas , 15" x 18" 

Myers ' works also have a surprisingly 
hesitant , even plaintive, edge that belies 
their labored, almost obsessive character 
as drawings. They could probably have 
been either designed or executed by 
computers, but the fact that they are 
hand-executed lends them an air of 
contemplative earnestness that would be 
hard to imagine emerging from a printer. 
With more than a trace of science-fiction 
irony , Amy Myers reminds us that just as 
machines are often described as having 
their vulnerable side, so are humans 
eminently capable of acting and 
thinking of themselves as complete 
automatons. 

As a sculptor / designer working at the 
cutting edge of computers and industrial 
production , Michael Rees' interest in the 
nature of animal life appears at first to 
be largely design-driven. But his proto
type life-forms , which had previously 
been rendered in relatively traditional 
materials , are actually experiments into 
the cycle of life-creation itself. For Rees, 
the only subject that befits the visual 
artist is a description of the way our 
nature as creatures seems to generate a 
projection of the world around us, 
shaped to fit our changing needs and 
priorities. With the rapid sophistication 
of computer imaging processes trans
forming the Pygmalion myth of the a1tist 
- as one who literally breathes life into 
his materials - into an achievable goal, 
Rees' forays into the language of biolog
ical form have the feeling of a bizarre 

case study in how one might efficiently 
construct beings whose existence within 
the world is based entirely on our 
capacity to see them as plausible. They 
also serve as a sobering reminder that 
the line between imagining reality and 
creating it is increasingly one of 
semantics alone. 

James Woodfill 's work describes a 
muffled zone of expression that behaves 
like a side-effect to the world of 
technology and communications, a 
space where the intended message and 
the message received are rarely the 
same thing. Linking his work to the 
youthful mythology of rock music, 
Woodfill selects pa1ts of old amplifiers 
and radios for their function and aesthetic 
appeal, then rewires them or interfaces 
them in such a way that the signal 
becomes intentionally misappropriated: 

James Wood.fill, Pendulum , 1994, 
mixed media, 72" x 4" x 18" 

the pulse of a radio signal charges and 
discharges a bare light bulb; the sound 
card from an electronic organ provides 
the signal for a video monitor; or a 
computer monitor displays an ongoing 
radio program that remains inaudible. 
These works have their obvious visceral 
charms, but they are also slightly sinister, 
as if they point to a hidden intelligence 
that plays subtle havoc with our sense of 
orientation. In Woodfill's world view, the 
sheer randomness of technology 
provides a new threshold of everyday 
surrealism. 

- Dan Cameron, Senior Curator 
New Museum of Contemporary Art, NY 
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